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Portable 3-in-1 Flextail Tiny Pump 2X (Black)
Flextail Tiny Pump 2X is a compact 3-in-1 device that offers versatility and efficiency in a small package. Perfect for travelers, outdoor
enthusiasts, and practical gadget lovers, this tiny pump is not only lightweight and easy to carry but also impresses with its power: from
inflating mattresses to serving as a flashlight, it's the perfect tool for any adventure.
 
Inflation Efficiency
Tiny Pump 2X can inflate up to 105 cushions or 40 single mattresses on a single charge, making it ideal for camping and travel. With a
speed of 180 l/min, it quickly and efficiently handles any task, minimizing the time needed to prepare sleeping arrangements.
 
LED Lighting
With a brightness of 40 lumens, this pump can serve as a practical flashlight, providing light for up to 10 hours on a single charge. It's an
indispensable solution in emergency situations or for evening outdoor activities.
 
Compact Size and Weight
Tiny Pump 2X weighs only about 94g and has dimensions of approximately 5 x 4 x 6cm, making it incredibly easy to transport. You can
easily  fit  it  in  your  jacket  pocket  or  attach  it  to  your  backpack  using  the  metal  handle,  making  it  the  perfect  companion  for  any
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adventure.
 
Suction Power and Practicality
With a suction power of 4kPa, Tiny Pump 2X effectively removes air from 45 vacuum bags. This is a great feature for those who want to
save  space  while  packing  or  store  items  in  an  organized  and  hygienic  manner.  Flextail  Tiny  Pump 2X  is  the  ideal  solution  for  people
looking for a compact yet efficient multi-functional device. Combining inflation, lighting, and vacuum capabilities, it's a product that will
come in handy in many situations, both at home and during travels.
 
Package Contents
Pump x 1 
Bag x 1 
Instruction manual x 1 
Nozzle x 5 
 
Specifications
BrandFlextail
ModelTiny Pump 2X
ColorBlack
Brightness40 lumens
Suction Power4kPa
Speed180l/min
WeightApproximately 94g
DimensionsApproximately 5 x 4 x 6cm

Preço:

€ 40.50

Atividades e lazer, Other
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